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5 grams rule, violations of
by employee discounts given to other people, 104–5
by larger sales to groups of people, 104
by larger sales to people from nearby countries, 102
by large single sales, 100–3
by multiple visits by a customer in a day, 99–100
by quantity discounts, 103–4
by small amounts, 100–3
more violations than of any other rule, 98–103
and requests for larger amounts by undercover police, 102–3

500 grams rule
and ‘checking’ of stock, 28–32
checking stock through pen-and-paper method or electronic accounting, 29
includes pre-rolled joints and edibles, 31–2
off-premises stashing of stock, 38–9
responsibility of shop personnel for, 28
and storing of excess grams, 35–9
and ‘under the table’ deals, 27
violations of, 27–8

advertising
avoided by majority of coffeeshops, 51–2
billboard deemed not in violation of advertising rule, 55
bongs and hookahs in coffeeshop windows, 56, 58
coffeeshop websites, 60–1
forbidden by government rules, 2
illegality of determined by images of and words used, 52–3
information in guidebooks, 59–60
internet sites and customer reviews, 60
logos of animals smoking joints, 58
memorabilia branded with logos, 51
public awareness announcements about ‘improper coffee use’ (invertisements), 53–5, 54, 58
use of palm trees in signage, 57, 58–9
use of Rasta colours and symbols, 57, 58, 59
word-of-mouth, 59

alcohol, in coffeeshops
and alcohol-related illness, 126
attempts by customers to consume, 125–6
ban on selling or consuming, 125
and increased likelihood of customer aggression, 139–40

Amsterdam
1012 postal code, xiii
coffeeshops in city centre, xiii–xiv
fighting in bars in 1012 postal code, 124, 141
hard drug trade and use in 1012 postal code, 112, 113
permits for coffeeshops in jurisdiction, 2
trend towards cannabis legalisation, xviin4

Bentham, Jeremy, 22n32, 141
Bernasco, Wim, xix n6

cannabis
edibles, 31, 63
role of coffeeshops in separating cannabis and hard drug markets, 1–2, 111, 136, 141
variation in price and quality of available products, 105
see also hash; loose cannabis; marijuana

Cannabis Cup see High Times Cannabis Cup
cleaners, of coffeeshops, 13
closure, of coffeeshops for rule violations
closure for violation of minors rule, 72, 75
closure for violations of 500 grams rule, 23
closure for violations of hard drugs rule, 112
closure for violations of nuisance rule, 135n4
effect on employees, 11, 15–16
temporary or permanent closing of, 7–8

Coffeeshop Directory, 66, 67–8, 71n19, 79, 95, 106, 107

Coffeeshop Guide Amsterdam, 60
coffeeshops
Amsterdam city centre, xiii–xiv
decline in numbers since mid-1990s, xixn19
drug policy reform in many nations, xii
goal of separating cannabis and hard drug markets, 1–2, 111, 136, 141
highly regulated, xii, 1
tourist demand for products, 49
consumption requirements
disgruntled customers, 67–70
prohibition of outside food, drinks and cannabis products, 63–4
requirement for cannabis purchase
dependent on size of shop and timing,
65–7
requirement of cannabis purchase at some
shops, 65
requirements used to control homeless
persons, 64
dealer counter, where cannabis is sold, 29,
49n8
dealers, focus on selling cannabis; may serve
food and drinks, 13
deterrence and behaviour, 119, 141, 142n17
de Vries, Benny, xixn16
discounts and freebies
employee discounts offered to non-
employees, 104–5
non-cannabis freebies, 106
quantity discounts, 103–4
doormen, infrequent use of, 73, 88, 116
Dutch cannabis policy see Netherlands
cannabis policy
economics, coffeeshop
ability of coffeeshops to sell licences, 10
average annual profits, 8–9, 22 n22
for sale price estimates, 8–9, 10–11
importance of range of quality products, 48
weekly sales and number of customers,
8–9, 10
edibles, 31, 63
ethnic minority patrons
culturally based methods for creating
discomfort for, 96n12
suspicion of white personnel against
Moroccan, Antillean and Surinamese
persons, 75–6, 113–14
fighting
among coffeeshop customers, 123–4, 141
in Amsterdam bars, 124, 141
fraud see rip-offs
free-weight system, of selling loose cannabis,
30–1, 105–6
government bodies regulating coffeeshops,
21n10
Haarlemmerstraat, xiii
hard drugs (Category I), illicit substances
deemed to have health risks, 1, 21n6
hard drugs rule
ban on sale of hard drugs in coffeeshops,
111
and inability of coffeeshop personnel to
control actions of patrons, 112–13
interpretation of rule by coffeeshop
personnel and police as ban on hard drugs
on the premises, 111
see also hard drugs rule, management of
hard drugs rule, management of
appearance- and behavioral-based signals of
hard drug possessors, 113–14
calling or threatening to call police, 118,
121n15
‘cool’ and ‘hot’ methods of expelling
possessors, 117–18, 121n13
and customers’ attempts to purchase or use
hard drugs, 115
distancing of possessors, 116–18
rule signs against hard drugs, 89
and street dealers, 114–15, 118–20, 121 n17
hash
blocks of, 31
hard, clay-like substance made from resin of
marijuana, 30
import of, 43
price range of types, 62–3
separate menu listing from marijuana, 62–3
hats and sunglasses
associated with ethnically Moroccan,
Antillean and Surinamese persons, 75–6,
113–14
associated with street dealers of hard drugs,
74
bans on as tool for keeping out unwanted
people, 76–7
bans on for reasons of respect and
politeness, 78
rule signs against in interviewed
coffeeshops, 83–5
High Times Cannabis Cup, world’s leading
marijuana trade show, 37, 50n14, 63,
71n17, 90
house rules
as aids to compliance with government
rules, 76
bans against hats and sunglasses, 78–9,
83–5, 113–14
bans against mobile phones, 77–8, 83–5
bans against weapons, 83–5
barring patrons with no ID, 91–2
‘communicated’ and ‘actual’ reasons for
rules, 78–9
consumption requirements, 63–70
and guidance for employees in conveying
rules to customers, 79–80
informal rules based on preferences of shop
personnel, 77–9
part information, part impression
management, 86–7
variable enforcement, 89–90
see also consumption requirements; hats and
sunglasses; rule signs
Howard, John, The State of the Prisons in
England and Wales, 97n20
identification (IDs), checking of
‘ask-if-in-doubt’ policies, 95
and barring of patrons with no ID, 91–2
and differences between personnel, 97n30
and fake IDs, 92–3
government-inspired rule, 74, 90
ID-related conflicts, 93, 96
and repeat customers, 94–5
rule signs related to in interviewed coffeeshops, 85–5, 91
indica, 63
invertisements, public awareness announcements about ‘improper coffee use’, 53–5, 54, 58
licences, coffeeshop issued and suspended by Amsterdam government, 2
new licences no longer issued by Amsterdam government, 10
renewal every three years, 21n11
selling of, 10
logos, 51, 58, 70n7
loose cannabis sold by free-weight system, 30–1, 105–6
sold by pre-weight system, 30–1, 105
marijuana
average number of strains sold at coffeeshops, 30
commonly seen strains, 62
green plant substance, 30
piece weighing about 0.5 to 1 gram, 30
memorabilia branded with coffeeshop logos, 51
may violate rule against advertising, 51
menus, cannabis advertising of quantity discounts, 103–4
available at dealer counter, 29
descriptions of products, 63
listing of more products than stocked, 32
lists of products and prices, 62
prices for pre-rolled joints and edibles, 63
restrictions on display and showing of, 62
separate hash listings, 62–3
Ministry of Health, Welfare, and Sport, 21n10
Ministry of Justice, 21n10
Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations, 21n10
minors, rules against and bans against sunglasses and hats, 74–7, 83–5
government-based rules, 74
government-inspired rules, 74–7
and house rules see house rules
infrequent use of doormen to guard against violators, 73
and raising of age limit, 97n26
sanctions for violations, 72, 90
and underage purchases from hard drug dealers, 96n2
see also identification (IDs), checking of mobile phones, house rules against, 77–8, 83–5
municipalities coffeeshop regulation structure, 21n10
see also Amsterdam
Netherlands cannabis policy allowance for personal growing of four cannabis plants per residence, 42
criminalisation, 1
goal of minimising hard drug consumption, 1–2, 111, 136, 141
maximum penalties for possession, cultivation, sale, transport and production, 1
policy on personal possession of cannabis, 99
regulation of coffeeshops, xii, 1; see also rules and regulations, government-based transformation of cannabis from crime risk to taxed good inside coffeeshops, 1–2
trend towards legalisation, xviii–n4
and utility of coffeeshop policy, xii, 140–2
nuisance, ban on
and alcohol use, 125–6, 128, 132
and boorish and threatening behaviour, 122
broad interpretation of concept, 134n1
and fighting among customers, 123–4
and homeless individuals, 124–5, 128
and impoliteness, 122
and rowdiness, 123
use of rule to close a coffeeshop, 135n4
nuisance, management of
customer compensation for actions, 135n18
denial of entry or expulsion of sources of nuisance, 127–8
management of by calling police, 133–4, 135n22
management of by helping sources of, 129–31, 135n17
management of by limiting amount of cannabis sold to people, 128–9
management of by physical expulsion, 132–4
management of by warnings, 131
and protection of atmosphere and customers of coffeeshops, 128
personnel, coffeeshop
average salaries, 14
characteristics of, xiv–xviii
cleaners, 13
dealers, 13
employment contracts, 14
holiday money, 15
obeying and breaking the rules, 15–20
positions of, 17–13
risk of termination for rule infractions, 16
runners, 13, 33
servers, 13
working ‘off the books’, 14–15
police checks, on coffeeshouses
demeanour of officers, 5–6
demonstrations of coffeeshouse procedures for foreign police, 3
detaining of customers on premises until investigation is completed, 4–5
focused deterrence (‘pulling levers policing’), 21n12
minimum of two checks a year, 3
more frequent occurrence of checks at some coffeehouses, 3
and road blocks, 36
standard procedures for, 4–5
unannounced basis of checks, 2, 3, 23–4
pre-rolled joints, 31, 63
pre-weight system, of selling loose cannabis, 30–1, 105
proterrence, and coffeeshop rules, 16–17, 74, 118, 141
quantity discounts, advertised on cannabis menu, 103–4
Rasta motifs, xii, 57, 58, 59
restocking
performed by independent contractors, 35
performed by managers, 35
performed by owners and their families, 34–5
performed by runners, 13, 33, 36
personnel secrecy about, 33–4
usually performed during closing time, 32–3
see also suppliers
Reynald, Danielle, xiv, xixn16
rip-offs/fraud
and customer expectations about quality, 106–7
and difficulty of weighing cannabis to precise amounts, 108–10
opportunities for when selling loose cannabis, 107, 108
and pre-weighted bags, 107–8
when advertised price per unit does not match amount received, 107
Rosenfeld, Jake, 22n26
Rosenfeld, Richard, 93, xixn16
rules and regulations, and criminalisation and legalisation, 141
rules and regulations, government-based
ban against advertising, 2; see also advertising
ban of hard drugs on premises, 2; see also hard drugs rule; hard drugs rule, management of
ban on more than 500 grams of cannabis on the premises, 2; see also 500 grams rule
ban on more than 5 grams of cannabis sold to a customer per day, 2; see also 5 grams rule
ban on nuisance, 2; see also nuisance, ban on; nuisance, management of
ban on patrons under 18 years of age; see minors, rules against
and conflict between coffeeshop personnel and customers, 156–9
and objections to requiring coffeeshops to supply their businesses through the black market, 136
and problem of holding coffeeshop personnel responsible for customer behaviour, 112–13, 136
see also house rules
rules and regulations, government-inspired, 74–7, 90
rule signs
against hard drugs, 89
combining English and French to communicate ban on minors, 88
conveying implicit and explicit threats, 87, 97n23
government-based, 80–1, 82–3, 86
government-inspired, 80–1, 83–5, 86
government-unrelated, 86
‘ID required’, 91
other, 80–1
prohibiting hats and sunglasses, 83–5
prohibiting mobile phones, 83–5
prohibiting weapons, 83–5
role of in crime and control, 97n20
used to inform and control patrons, 80
using universal ‘no’ symbol, 87
rule violations
of 500 grams rule, 27–8
self-reported, 17–18, 19–20
see also closure, of coffeeshops for rule violations; 5 grams rule, violations of runners
delivery of cannabis stock, 13, 33
may be asked to wait outside until existing supply is sold, 36
and risk of surprise police inspections, 36
sample-based suppliers, 44–8
sanctions, against coffeeshouse for rule infractions
reduced sanctions for cooperation of personnel and reputation of coffeeshop, 6–7
sanctions for violations of rule against minors, 72, 90
temporary or permanent closing of coffeeshop for infractions, 7–8
see also closure, of coffeeshops for rule violations
sativa, 63
Schofield, Philip, 22n32
servers, only serve food and drinks, 13
Snoop Dogg, 61
soft drugs (Category 2), those deemed to have a lesser health risk than hard drugs, 1, 21n6
space cookies, cakes, muffins and brownies, 31
Steves, Rick, 59–60
street dealers
association with wearing of hats and sunglasses, 74
deterrence from entering coffeeshops, 114–15, 118–20, 121n17, 142n9
sugar water, and cannabis-based illness, 129–31
suppliers
delivery times, 41
import of hash products, 43
and market price stability, 41–2
pricing, 47
regular suppliers, 41–2
reluctance of personnel to discuss, 39–41
sample-based suppliers, 44–8
sellers of personally grown stock, 42, 43–4
supply by middlemen and women, 42–3
supply from underground market, 39
supply
aspects of, 25–6
restocking, 32–5
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weapons, house rule signs against, 83–5
websites, 60–1, 70–1n14
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